PDTATA/sam

18 September 2017

MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: UTD/CTD for MAP/CAP 126-17(I) Attendant or Escort Premium Class Travel

1. SYNOPSIS: Corrects reference for the location of premium class travel for an attendant or escort in JTR, par. 020206.K.

2. The attached revision is forwarded for information purposes only. No coordination or comments are required.

3. This revision was initiated by the USMC MAP.

4. These changes are scheduled to appear in the JTR, dated 1 November 2017.

5. This determination is effective when printed in the JTR.

6. Action Officer: Sheila Melton (sheila.a.melton.civ@mail.mil).

//Approved//

DONNA K. HADDIX
Chief, Policy & Regulations Branch

Attachment: Rev 1

Uniformed E-Mail Distribution:
MAP Members P&R Branch PMO-DTS GSA-3FT GSA-OGP(MTT) DTMO PPC

Civilian E-Mail Distribution:
CAP Members P&R Branch PMO-DTS GSA-3FT GSA-OGP(MTT) DTMO CBCA Judges
K. Medical or Special Needs. Any accommodation for a medical or special need requires that a medical authority provides a written certification of the medical condition or special need. An AO should also consider physical characteristics when determining the class of travel and the options for accommodating those special needs. Consider other travel options such as reserving Economy Plus, Coach Elite Seating, or bulkhead seating that provide extra leg room or purchase two coach seats before recommending premium class travel. If the traveler requires an attendant or escort, see Table 2-4, for criteria to authorize or approve premium-class airfare for the attendant. Authority to use upgraded accommodations is limited to the disabled or special needs traveler and their attendant, and does not permit the rest of the family to travel on a class of service other than economy or coach. A medical authority must recertify the traveler’s medical condition or special need in writing:
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K. Medical or Special Needs. Any accommodation for a medical or special need requires that a medical authority provides a written certification of the medical condition or special need. An AO should also consider physical characteristics when determining the class of travel and the options for accommodating those special needs. Consider other travel options such as reserving Economy Plus, Coach Elite Seating, or bulkhead seating that provide extra leg room or purchase two coach seats before recommending premium class travel. If the traveler requires an attendant or escort, see Table 2 in Chapter 3, Part D, for criteria to authorize or approve premium-class airfare for the attendant. Authority to use upgraded accommodations is limited to the disabled or special needs traveler and their attendant, and does not permit the rest of the family to travel on a class of service other than economy or coach. A medical authority must recertify the traveler’s medical condition or special need in writing:
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